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The Appraisal of Liquid Fuel Refineries 1 

 2 

Liquid fuel refineries (petroleum oil, ethanol, and biodiesel) present interesting appraisal 3 

problems.  Their various technologies and the individual plants differ as much as the vehicles 4 

that use the refined fuel.  Liquid fuel refineries can range in value from billions of dollars to 5 

being substantial liabilities.  Their markets are peculiar: being dependent on several volatile 6 

commodity prices, subject to a mix of market and regulated affairs, impacted by international 7 

markets, and even contingent upon the weather.  In this article, the issues, methodologies, and 8 

practice of appraisal of liquid fuel refineries will be examined. 9 

 10 

The Economic Nature of Liquid Fuel Refineries 11 

 12 

It is an understatement that the modern economy requires liquid fuels.  Liquid fuels have an 13 

unmatched energy density that even the best electric and natural gas vehicles cannot currently 14 

match.  For over a century, those liquid fuels have been gasoline, diesel, aviation fuel, heating oil 15 

and heavy fuel oils.  Recently, ethanol and biodiesel have gained a small market share as 16 

transportation fuel. 17 

 18 

Economically, liquid fuel refineries convert commodities into other commodities and earn a 19 

profit when the spread between the two is advantageous.  The technologies convert one form of 20 

chemical energy (crude petroleum oil, corn or vegetable oil) into another, namely gasoline, 21 

diesel, ethanol, or biodiesel.  Numerous other co-products are also produced, and these can be 22 

substantial sources of revenue.   23 
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 24 

Main Sources of Gross Revenue for Fuel Refineries 25 
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 26 

The chemical conversion is completed by using large, expensive, and complex plants.  Petroleum 27 

refineries are highly engineered. They frequently have values ranging from $100’s million to 28 

billions of dollars.  In the United States, the national fleet of approximately 130 petroleum 29 

refineries has a wide range of technologies and effective ages; thus, it is difficult to compare one 30 

to another.  The national fleet of approximately 225 ethanol refineries is also highly engineered. 31 
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They frequently have values ranging from $10’s to $100’s millions. Interestingly, many of the 32 

recently constructed ethanol refineries in the United States are of similar designs and technology; 33 

thus, ethanol refineries can be more mechanically similar.  Biodiesel refineries have substantially 34 

simpler engineering and are smaller in scale, frequently having values ranging from $0.1 to $10’s 35 

million, with designs that are usually of custom, one-off plants. Currently, there are several very 36 

large biodiesel plants in development or recently completed that have values in $100’s millions. 37 

 38 

There are other types of plants, such as breweries and alcohol refineries for human consumption, 39 

methanol plants, pharmaceutical fermentation plants, distillation plants, and others, that have 40 

similar major components and processes.  While these won’t be covered specifically in this 41 

article, their valuation process is similar. 42 

 43 

The Spread 44 

 45 

As mentioned, fuel refineries profit when the spread in prices between their feedstocks and 46 

products is sufficiently positive.  For example, the ethanol refining market pays close attention to 47 

the spread in prices between ethanol, their main product and corn, their main feedstock.  This 48 

spread at ethanol plants and biodiesel plants is called the “crush spread”.  For petroleum 49 

refineries, it is called a “crack spread”.  Spreads can be thought of as a form of arbitrage.  When 50 

the price of ethanol decreases and the price of corn increases, then the crush spread declines.  51 

Fuel refineries likewise often work on narrow margins; the price of their main feed stock is 52 

relatively close to the price of their main products.  Thus, small swings in spreads occasionally 53 

wipe out all profit in the short term.  If today, corn prices rise and ethanol prices do not, profit 54 
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could be temporarily wiped out.  Conversely, if the spread increases, profits could increase 55 

dramatically.   56 

 57 

When feed stock prices are sufficiently lower than the price of refined products, it is financially 58 

feasible to operate the plant.  It should be noted that the spread must be sufficient to cover all 59 

other fixed and variable expenses, capital expenses, interest, taxes, and profit, and after 60 

consideration of other plant related incomes.  Given that the other incomes and expenses are 61 

frequently less volatile, and frequently represent a relatively small portion of the income or 62 

expenses, prudent management focuses on the larger, harder to forecast ones, namely the main 63 

feedstock and product commodities.  Thus, the industry focus is on spreads. 64 

 65 

The prices of commodities are highly volatile. As commodities, crude oil, corn and vegetable oil, 66 

and fuel prices can change daily, and frequently do so, dramatically.  While an insufficient 67 

spread is undesirable, it is a regular condition of the fuel refining market.  It is a primary 68 

challenge for refinery appraisals to forecast these commodities into the short, intermediate, and 69 

long terms in order to forecast the spreads.  It must be determined if the spreads will be negative 70 

in the long term, or whether profitability and value will be positive in the long term.  If the net 71 

present value of the incomes (losses) from the periods with insufficient spreads is less than net 72 

present value in periods with sufficient spreads, then a refinery has positive value and is 73 

financially feasible to continue to operate.  Of course, a substantially higher NPV is required to 74 

be financially feasible to construct.  Regularly, refineries find that their spreads cannot support 75 

their construction debt but can support continued operations.  This causes obsolescence. 76 

 77 
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Exhibit 1 - Historical Spreads 79 

 80 

Petroleum Refineries 81 

 82 

 83 

 84 

 85 
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Decisions to operate, or not to operate, a fuel refinery must be made as commodity prices 86 

change.  Refinery management complete their spread analyses sometimes daily.  Unlike most 87 

general real estate, where it is extremely rare for prudent management to withhold renting space 88 

for temporary periods due to low market rents, fuel refineries sometimes prudently withhold 89 

production due to low spreads.  In effect, at those times the highest and best use analysis for 90 

these plants fails the test for financial feasibility, hopefully only temporarily; however, this may 91 

indicate economic or functional obsolescence.  Some financial infeasibility periods are to be 92 

expected at some refineries and fall within the range of long-term economically feasible and 93 

functional plants.  In marginal cases, a refinery may accept a spread that’s merely sufficient to 94 

minimize losses, until the long term-expected healthy spread returns.  Since the decision to 95 

operate or not operate is an option, some refinery managers and appraisals conduct option 96 

valuations, such as Monte Carlo simulations to aid in decisions to accept short term losses in 97 

favor of longer-term larger profits. 98 

 99 

The Units of Comparison 100 

 101 

Given that fuel refinery operations and capacities range over several magnitudes, values and 102 

incomes may be denominated in $ millions to $ billions.  Rates of value may be expressed as 103 

dollars or cents.  For example: $/day, $/year, ¢/lb, $/ton, ¢/gal and others.  There is a constant 104 

risk of miscommunication, that data between sources is not on the same basis when being 105 

considered by appraisers.  The most discussed units of rating, comparison, and value for fuel 106 

refineries are usually expressed as volumes and weights (barrels, gallons, bushels, or tons, e.g., 107 

$/ barrel, barrels per day, $/gallon, gallons per year, tons/year, $/ton).  But given the numerous 108 
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components of these technologies within these complex plants, there are other possibilities, such 109 

as BTUs, cubic feet, and watts.   110 

 111 

Petroleum refineries are usually described as barrels/day of throughput or production.  Ethanol 112 

and biodiesel refineries are usually described as million gallons/year.  These rating figures are 113 

often found on the nameplates of major refinery elements, but also importantly, may be officially 114 

reported to or even measured by government agencies.  These capacities sometimes change over 115 

time. 116 

 117 

The Process of Fuel Refining 118 

 119 

The various technologies for fuel refining have vastly different processes.  Additionally, 120 

experimental technologies are regularly arising or in development, such as cellulosic ethanol.  In 121 

a basic sense, however, refineries chemically alter compounds.   122 

 123 

Fundamentally, petroleum refineries conduct distillation, cracking, and catalytic processes.  124 

Petroleum refineries take the long-chain chemical compounds in crude oil, fracture it into smaller 125 

compounds, combine smaller compounds into preferred larger compounds, sometimes add other 126 

chemicals, and separate them into various products.  Since crude oil is such a complex mixture of 127 

compounds, petroleum refineries regularly generate dozens of grades and products.  Each 128 

petroleum refinery is specifically designed to first, process certain qualities of crude, and 129 

secondly, produce a certain array of products.  When it comes to processing, there are three main 130 

types of petroleum refineries; topping, cracking, and coking, which represents a spectrum of 131 
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capabilities to divide the crude into more and higher value products.  The higher value products 132 

are typically gasoline, diesel, and aviation fuels depending on the market area.  Asphalt is 133 

typically a less valuable product, but in most markets there is demand for some amount of 134 

asphalt.  The first table in this article, Main Sources of Gross Revenue, lists products in loose 135 

order of value to a refinery.  The challenge is to position the refinery to meet the market demand 136 

for each product. However, since building the units and components necessary to make a refined 137 

product can cost anywhere from $10 to $100 million and years to plan and build, missing the 138 

market can create significant obsolescence. 139 

 140 

There are a variety of types of crude oil in the world.  Of course, there is an expense to 141 

transporting it and many plants are generally designed to process crude geographically closer to 142 

the extent that it is profitable.  Plants often blend different crude feedstocks in order to meet 143 

environmental standards and work around their plant’s limitations.  Some petroleum refineries 144 

process more heavy sour crude (higher density crude with more sulfur and other undesirable or 145 

problematic elements and compounds). Other petroleum refineries are capable of only processing 146 

limited sour crude and must process light sweet crude (crude with less sulfur and undesirables).  147 

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) is a light sweet crude.  WTI is a common benchmark price.  The 148 

challenge is that while heavy sour crude is cheaper, heavy sour crude refining is more expensive 149 

and capital intensive.  The expense comes from the need to enhance plant construction, 150 

complexity, environment controls, and higher operating costs. 151 

 152 

Ethanol refineries have a two-stage process, a biological and then a chemical stage.  In the 153 

United States, fuel ethanol is typically produced by first processing corn into starch and then into 154 
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sugar. The process continues with a biological process, fermentation, as is done with wine or 155 

beer where yeast converts the sugar into alcohol.  Ethanol and alcohol are the same, except for 156 

the flavorings.  Wine and beer are about 90% to 95% water, 10% to 5% ethanol, respectively, 157 

and with trace amounts of flavoring chemicals.  After the fermentation stage, the alcohol is 158 

separated from the water largely by distillation. This is the same process that is used to make 159 

whiskey and moonshine, except that many whiskeys are distilled to only about 50% alcohol.  If a 160 

still or refinery succeeds in removing most of the flavorings when at about 50% alcohol, the 161 

product would taste like a good vodka or grain alcohol.  Fuel ethanol is distilled and further 162 

processed to almost 100% alcohol.  In one of the last steps in preparing fuel ethanol, the product 163 

is denatured as required by federal law, typically by adding naphtha gasoline, in order to prevent 164 

the illegal sale of fuel ethanol for alcohol consumption.   165 

 166 

Biodiesel refineries are substantially less complex and often have no or few high pressure or high 167 

temperature systems.  Basically, a vegetable oil is mixed with methanol and the solution sits until 168 

the diesel separates by the forces of gravity from the other main product, glycerin.  In the United 169 

States, the main feedstock for biodiesel is soybean oil, but any other vegetable oil can be used, 170 

and many small processors and hobbyists use old French fry oil from restaurants.  Biodiesel 171 

refineries often require little to no exotic designs or materials.   172 

 173 

Regulation 174 

 175 

Fuel refining is not a regulated utility industry, unlike natural gas or electricity distribution 176 

utilities; however, many aspects of fuel refining are highly monitored for national strategic 177 
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economic, security, safety and environmental reasons.  Petroleum plant owners must report 178 

production and consumption activities to federal agencies.  National fuel and consumption 179 

standards apply.  Ethanol and biodiesel producers often receive incentives, while petroleum 180 

refiners often pay these incentives. 181 

 182 

Cost Approach 183 

 184 

The size of liquid fuel refineries ranges over several orders of magnitude, with small biodiesel 185 

plants in the 10,000 gallons per year capacity range, modern ethanol plants in the 100,000,000 186 

gallons per year, and petroleum refineries average in the 100,000 barrel per day range.  187 

Refineries benefit from economies of scale, where concepts like cost-to-capacity1 and the rule of 188 

six-tenths factor2 can be generally applicable to the costs to build and to the operating incomes 189 

and expenses.   190 

 191 

Still “bigger is better” has limits.  For example, corn ethanol and biodiesel plants have been 192 

known to consume so much feedstock within their drive-time radius/market area, that they have 193 

caused feedstock prices to inflate so high as to destroy their crush spreads.  Nationally, between 194 

2001 and 2009, a large number of new ethanol plants were built, and the new demand for corn 195 

caused large price spikes (see graph below).  This caused severe economic obsolescence for a 196 

 
1  Valuing Machinery and Equipment: The Fundamentals of Appraising Machinery and Technical Assets, Third 
Edition by Machinery and Technical Specialties Committee of the American Society of Appraisers, Pages 51-52. 
   The costs of similar plants or pieces of equipment of different sizes vary, along a curved line, with the size raised 
to some power; CostB = CostA * (SizeB /SizeA) ^ X, where CostB equals the approximate cost of item having SizeB, 
CostA equals the known cost of item having corresponding SizeA. 
2  The rule of six-tenths factor: CostB = CostA * (SizeB /SizeA) ^ 0.6.  The factor of 0.6, six-tenths, is so commonly 
utilized in budgeting and valuation, within the cost to capacity formula, that it has been given its own name. 
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period, which resulted in bankruptcy at some plants.  The under-supply has since declined 197 

somewhat as farmers grew more corn to meet the new demand.   198 

 199 

Exhibit 2 200 

 201 

 202 

Each technology has its own economic life cycle.  The components at fuel refineries are more 203 

like automobiles than general commercial real estate in that they usually have shorter, finite 204 

physical and economic lives.  The major components often wear out within decades. Typically, 205 

these components are replaced or upgraded and the refinery continues to operate.   206 

 207 

A good number of the petroleum refineries in the United State are between 50 and 125 years old, 208 

albeit with many new or renovated components.  Sometimes, when major components wear out, 209 

it can render the balance of the plant fully depreciated, because the efficiency of new 210 

components at other plants make any old still-operable components financially uncompetitive 211 

even with some new components; its economically prudent to close the old refinery down.  In 212 

1980, there were over 300 petroleum refineries in the United States. Today there are about 130 213 
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operable petroleum refineries in the United States.  The last fully new full capability petroleum 214 

refinery built in the United States was in 1977; however, interestingly, the total United States 215 

capacity has increased significantly in the last 20 years, as new capacity has been added to 216 

existing plants and outpaced the loss due to shut down capacity. 217 

 218 

Most of the large ethanol refineries in the United States are of recent vintages.  Ninety percent of 219 

current capacity has been built since 2000.  Further, the recent technology is incomparably 220 

superior to the old.  This leaves little long-term history on which an appraiser can base a life 221 

cycle opinion upon.   222 

 223 

For these reasons, depreciation is preferably not estimated on the basis of the whole plant life, 224 

but instead on expected lives of each of the various components; however, this technique is only 225 

possible when data on the various components is available to the appraiser. 226 

 227 

Petroleum refineries take 3 to 7 years to build.  While no new fully capable grass-root plants 228 

have been built in decades in the United States, new petroleum refineries have been built 229 

internationally.  Ethanol refineries take around 1.5 to 3 years to build.  Biodiesel refineries take 230 

around 0.5 to 1.5 years, depending on whether existing finished general-purpose industrial 231 

buildings are utilized.   232 

 233 

Cost-Value Relationship and Disconnect 234 

 235 
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The basic concern surrounding the cost approach for fuel refineries is that typically the cost of 236 

construction of a new plant does not equal value.  When applicable, the cost approach reflects 237 

market thinking by recognizing that market participants sometimes judge the value of a refinery 238 

by considering the cost to build the improvements; however, due to issues surrounding the cycle 239 

of the market, the age, condition, and legal status of the plant, simple, unadjusted cost is unlikely 240 

to equal market value.  Unless the appraiser fully reflects all forms of depreciation (physical, 241 

functional, and external), then the cost estimate will diverge from market value.  To make 242 

matters more difficult, the job of estimating each of the various forms of depreciation at fuel 243 

refineries is often problematic and sometimes practically impossible.  Unlike general real estate, 244 

where a property frequently will continue to function if it is adequately maintained, even well-245 

maintained fuel refineries may suffer critical economic and functional obsolescence.  Common 246 

types of obsolescence include obsolete engineering designs and inefficiencies, operating cost 247 

inefficiencies (excessive operating costs, usually from new better technologies entering the 248 

market), obsolete environmental designs (legal/regulatory), original cost overruns, low spreads, 249 

and physical aging on a limited life span.  Still the cost approach can be a viable approach to 250 

value, as the appraisal axiom suggests, because refineries are special purpose/built properties, but 251 

challengingly when significant depreciation and obsolescence is present or is difficult to 252 

quantify. 253 

 254 

Typical Overnight3 Construction Costs 255 

Petroleum $25,000/Barrel 

Ethanol $2.10/Gallon 

 
3 Overnight costs do not include financing costs, entrepreneurial costs and other costs associated with the time to 
construct. 
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Biodiesel $1.50/Gallon 

 256 

Parts versus the Whole 257 

 258 

Fuel refineries are complex combinations of real property, personal property, and sometimes 259 

business intangibles4 (as example, feedstock and fuel supply contracts or offtake agreements).  A 260 

refinery is sometimes referred to as a business enterprise5, or a business combination6.  The 261 

integrated combination of the total assets in the business creates the business enterprise.  The 262 

market value of the total assets of the business (MVTAB)7 is the value of the refinery as a whole, 263 

as an integrated combination.  The components, such as real property (land, building), personal 264 

property, and business intangibles, are sometimes referred to as asset classes.  The degree that a 265 

refinery consists of real property, personal property, or business intangibles is dependent on the 266 

definitions applicable in the appraisal context.  It may be prescribed in law or regulation, but 267 

different circumstances will entail different law or regulations, and thus different definitions.  268 

For example, boilers or tanks may be considered to be real property in one state for ad valorem 269 

taxation, and personal property in another. They may also be classified as shorter- or longer-lived 270 

items for depreciation under state and federal law, investor reporting, or income tax reporting.  271 

 
4 Intangible Assets - Non-physical assets such as franchises, trademarks, patents, copyrights, goodwill, equities, 
mineral rights, securities and contracts (as distinguished from physical assets) that grant rights and privileges, and 
have value for the owner.  The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Ed., Chicago, Appraisal Institute, Page 
119. 
5 Business Enterprise - A firm or individual producing goods and services.  An entity pursuing an economic 
activity. The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Ed., Chicago, Appraisal Institute, Page 28. 
6 Business Combination – Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 805, Financial Accounting Standards Board 
(FASB).  This standard directs the reporting of values for various classes and categories of property owned by 
business, tangible and intangible.  The notion is that business is comprised of a combination of different assets and 
the value of important categories ought to be separately reported. 
7 The Market Value of the Total Assets of the Business (MVTAB), The market value of all of the tangible and 
intangible assets of a business as if sold in aggregate as a going concern.  The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 
Sixth Ed., Chicago, Appraisal Institute, Page 143. 
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Despite these complexities, the refined product revenues are largely earned from all the assets 272 

equally as a business combination, because the various classes function best as one economic 273 

unit.   274 

 275 

Depending on the use of the appraisal, there are occasions when the value of some real and 276 

personal property and business intangibles must be reported separately from each other and from 277 

the MVTAB.  Many purposes require separate real and personal property values.  For property 278 

tax appraisal purposes, the value of any tax-exempt property must be removed.  For IRS and 279 

SEC reporting, the value of existing contracts might be separately reported from the rest.  A 280 

residual technique is often the best method to isolate the value of the target assets from MVTAB.  281 

In real estate appraisal, a land residual is where the overall real estate value (Vl&b) minus 282 

building value (Vb) equals land value (Vl).  In refinery appraisals, the residual formula is 283 

MVTAB (Vrefinery) minus value of assets that are not the subject of appraisal (Vns) equals the 284 

value of the balance of the plant (Vbal), which is the appraisal target value of the subject 285 

property (Vs).   286 

 287 

The appraiser must exercise care to report which type of value is concluded as of each point in 288 

the appraisal.  If the purpose of the appraisal is to report the value of something other than the 289 

MVTAB, as indicated by the income or sales approaches, then some further analysis beyond the 290 

MVTAB from the income or sales approaches will be necessary.  The cost approach may or may 291 

not have been completed in a manner to indicate directly the target value to be appraised.  If a 292 

unit in place cost approach was developed, then business intangibles were likely excluded, but 293 

real and personal property may still be intermingled, requiring further analysis.  If a trended 294 
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original cost approach was employed, it may have reported the value of real and personal 295 

property separately.  Typically, the further analysis will include the use of various allocation8 296 

techniques.  When used in conjunction with the sales and income approaches, the cost approach 297 

affords one of the best appraisal techniques to allocate MVTAB to the market value of the 298 

refinery’s parts.  Extraction9 techniques are not typically utilized due to the lack of detail usually 299 

available in the market data.   300 

 301 

While sometimes problematic for estimating MVTAB, due do difficulties estimating all forms of 302 

depreciation, the cost approach is especially useful for appraising the different components of the 303 

refinery and for allocating value to the components of the refinery.  The income and sales 304 

approaches on fuel refineries usually indicate MVTAB of the refinery rather than purely real 305 

estate or personal property values.  MVTAB intrinsically reflects all forms of depreciation.  Any 306 

residual or allocation using cost techniques, of MVTAB based on an income or sales approach 307 

for the refinery, will intrinsically reflect all forms of depreciation.  For this reason, many refinery 308 

appraisers prefer to find value of components of a refinery via a residual or allocation of 309 

MVTAB, (a top-down approach), rather than building up a value via a cost approach (a bottom-310 

up approach).  Simply put, if an appraiser is to find a real and/or personal property value, it is 311 

often substantially easier to find MVTAB first and then complete a residual or allocation, than to 312 

complete a cost approach where there is great difficulty estimating all forms of depreciation. 313 

 
8 Allocation – A method of estimating land value in which sales of improved properties are analyzed to establish a 
typical ratio of land value to total property value and this ratio is applied to the property being appraised...  The 
Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Ed., Chicago, Appraisal Institute, Page 7.  While written using land and 
building as examples, the underlying principle can be applied to parts of a business combination.  Many appraisals 
for IRS and SEC reporting concerning purchase prices are completed using this concept, Purchase Price Allocations. 
9 Extraction – A method of estimating land value in which the depreciated cost of the improvements on the 
improved property is calculated and deducted from the total sale price to arrive at an estimated sale price for the 
land.  The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Ed., Chicago, Appraisal Institute, Page 83.  While written 
using land and building as examples, the underlying principle can be applied to parts of a business combination. 
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 314 

Commonly, for property tax appraisal, excludable property may include inventory, pollution 315 

control improvements, contracts for feedstock supply, offtake agreements, specialized or 316 

proprietary documents (including policies and procedures, manuals, computer software, and 317 

drawings), and working capital accounts.  As discussed earlier, the cost approach is usually the 318 

best method to estimate the value of the excludable tangible property.  The value of inventory, 319 

specialized, or proprietary documents are usually estimated via cost techniques.  Contracts are 320 

usually appraised via a comparison of the plant income streams with and without the contracts, in 321 

the same way that a leasehold analysis compares fee simple income streams to leased fee income 322 

streams. 323 

 324 

Reproduction vs. Replacement Approaches 325 

 326 

Both of the two main cost methods, reproduction cost and replacement cost, are regularly applied 327 

to fuel refineries.   328 

 329 

Trended Original Cost Method 330 

 331 

Although rarely utilized to value general real estate, the trended original cost method (TOC), a 332 

type of reproduction approach, is frequently utilized for complex special-purpose heavy 333 

industrial assets, like refineries.  Historical cost information, even if decades old, is sometimes 334 

available on fuel refineries.  In a TOC, the reproduction cost new (RCN) is computed by trending 335 

the original (historical) construction costs to the date of appraisal.  The usefulness of the TOC 336 
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method is contingent on the accuracy and completeness of the historical cost information.  The 337 

costs by date of expenditure must be reliable and available for each class of asset within the 338 

entire plant, and must also include capital expenditures made since original construction, and 339 

include data on component retirements made through history.   340 

 341 

Various widely accepted cost trend references provide the basis for the trending of refinery 342 

construction costs.  The indices do not give prices for specific cost items in either the historical 343 

period or the current period.  Rather they provide the change in cost, the delta, between the 344 

different dates.  Appraisers apply that delta to the actual original cost at the subject plant to get 345 

an RCN as of the appraisal date.  The proper indices can be applied to specific cost items, such 346 

as bricks, tanks, or pumps, or to whole categories of refinery items, such as a boiler or distillation 347 

system. 348 

 349 

Cost per Capacity Method 350 

 351 

The cost per capacity method, a replacement cost approach, is estimated by multiplying unit cost, 352 

usually $/barrel or $/gallon of capacity, by the number of units at the subject plant.  The unit cost 353 

can be developed from a variety of sources including research publications, government 354 

estimates, contractor estimates, manufacturer estimates, owner estimates, or the comparative-unit 355 

method.   356 

 357 

The cost per capacity method is relatively practical and is utilized by market participants because 358 

of its simplicity and availability; however, the apparent simplicity of the cost per capacity 359 
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method can be misleading.  This method is often less precise than others.  It is sometimes 360 

difficult to reconcile the vast differences between the various cost sources and the subject plant, 361 

and between this cost approach and the other approaches.  Few new refineries have been built 362 

recently, on which to base a cost per capacity estimate.  At petroleum and biodiesel refineries, 363 

the plants are frequently of unique designs. 364 

 365 

Physical Depreciation 366 

 367 

Typical depreciation techniques can be as simple as a single age-over-life ratio, or as 368 

complicated as the breakdown of the subject’s assets into their various components for individual 369 

consideration.  Models based on the economic age-life method are commonly utilized.  For 370 

petroleum refineries, provided the scope of appraisal work allows, the age-life method is applied 371 

to plant components, and not a refinery-wide technique.  Physical deterioration can be estimated 372 

by the straight-line method, and by the age-life method, using mortality dispersion techniques.  373 

Often the effective age plus the remaining useful life is equivalent to the service life.  374 

Accounting and bookkeeping lives are not appropriate for appraisal purposes for fuel refineries.  375 

Physical life may be longer than the average service life, but it may not accurately represent the 376 

usefulness of the service of an asset due to economic or legal reasons.  The effective age should 377 

reflect the conditions of the plant, which often are not the chronological (actual or historical) age.  378 

It should also be recognized that the expected remaining service life of a plant might change 379 

during its life for economic or legal reasons.  This blurs the distinction between physical 380 

depreciation, and functional and economic obsolescence. 381 

 382 
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With this said, these plants and their components are more like automobiles, which after so many 383 

proverbial miles get worn out.  Many of the country’s large ethanol and biodiesel plants are only 384 

about 10 years old. We have little historical record of full life cycles with these newer vintage 385 

technologies.  Consequently, appraisers frequently approximate life and depreciation based on 386 

engineered design life. 387 

 388 

Conversely, some of the country’s petroleum refineries are approaching 100 years of age, where 389 

major additions and replacements subsume the remaining original parts with the current plant 390 

bearing little resemblance to the original plant.   391 

 392 

Functional Obsolescence 393 

 394 

Functional obsolescence is common at petroleum fuel refineries and is often easily spotted.  It 395 

usually arises as a result of the ad hoc additions and renovations to the plants over their many 396 

decades.  Functional obsolescence is less common at the new ethanol and biodiesel plants, as 397 

they often represent state of the art designs, built at the same time in an integrated fashion.  398 

Petroleum refinery managers and engineers will be aware of the limitations and are usually quick 399 

to accurately report the issues.  The types of functional obsolescence commonly found include 400 

deficiencies requiring an addition, deficiencies requiring a modification, deficiencies requiring 401 

additional operating costs, and super-adequacies.  Often these deficiencies are incurable, in both 402 

the short and long term, but deferred maintenance can also be present Appraisers will expend 403 

considerable effort on determining the value lost to functional obsolescence.  A common 404 

technique for the appraiser is an income and expense analysis, with and without the 405 
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dysfunctional issue.  Despite this, this approach may be problematic if it causes a circular 406 

argument between the cost and income approaches, leaving the cost approach as not fully 407 

independent from the income approach. 408 

 409 

Economic Obsolescence 410 

 411 

Economic obsolescence within fuel refinery industry occurs regularly.  Changes in federal or 412 

state law, the economy, and/or any operational constraints external to the asset can cause 413 

economic obsolescence at fuel refineries.  One cause of economic obsolescence is unfavorable 414 

spreads in commodity prices or unfavorable crack or crush spreads.  Usually, the impact on value 415 

can be measured by capitalizing the expected losses in earnings over the period that the condition 416 

is expected to persist.  If the economic obsolescence is not permanent, still the appraiser must 417 

determine if the net present value of future positive spreads nets out to something financially 418 

feasible against the cost of maintaining the plant until spreads recover.  For example, historically 419 

several ethanol and biodiesel plants closed permanently in the late 2000’s because at that time, 420 

spreads were not expected to support financial activities for a period of years and the cost of 421 

maintaining the plant in the interim was too high to justify waiting for the future value of the 422 

recovered market years later.  Some of those refineries were liquidated as parts and scrap. 423 

 424 

Common techniques used for estimating functional and economic obsolescence include the 425 

capitalization of excess operating costs and the capitalization of income shortfalls.  In both, 426 

income capitalization techniques are employed to evaluate the loss in value from specific 427 

operating or capital costs, or from an inability to earn income.  While not adequate to measure 428 
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the value of the obsolescence, the existence of functional and economic obsolescence is often 429 

easily discovered by comparing MVTAB from the income and sales approaches to the 430 

replacement cost new less physical depreciation (RCNLD).  Any difference can be attributed to 431 

either functional or economic obsolescence or both.  While this comparison proves the existence 432 

of the obsolescence, this direct comparison of values from income and sales approaches to value 433 

from the cost approach is a circular measurement of the amount of obsolescence.  Such a circular 434 

determination could spoil a cost approach as an independent approach from the sales or income 435 

approaches, and is not acceptable in many courts. 436 

 437 

Half of the petroleum refineries in the United States have been retired since 1980.  These retired 438 

facilities were judged to be financially infeasible for physical, functional, and economic reasons.  439 

At this time, there is little expectation that the remaining petroleum refineries will be retired soon 440 

though history shows it is common to have one or two refineries permanently shutdown ever 441 

year.   442 

 443 

Land and Real Property Values 444 

 445 

There are often numerous high quality, heavy duty industrial buildings at petroleum and ethanol 446 

refineries, representing a considerable aggregate building value relative to many general 447 

commercial properties in the area.  Still, the land and overall real property at petroleum and 448 

ethanol refineries often contributes little, relatively speaking, to MVTAB. At petroleum 449 

refineries, the machinery is simply massive and extensive.  Petroleum refineries are frequently 450 

located on larger parcels in older industrial areas, where the possibility of environmental issues is 451 
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a concern.  At ethanol refineries, the machinery while not at extensive as petroleum, is still 452 

relatively high value compared to the real property.  Ethanol refineries are usually located in 453 

rural, low land value areas and are commonly developed on green field sites.  Their total acreage 454 

and the cost of approvals and permits can be high, thus representing a high land value relative to 455 

many adjacent properties.   456 

 457 

The machinery at biodiesel refineries is often common off-the-shelf technology and materials.  458 

Given that machinery at biodiesel refineries is a relatively smaller portion of the total property, 459 

plant and equipment, land value and overall real property at such refineries can represent a 460 

sizable portion of the MVTAB. 461 

 462 

An across-the-fence method,10 assuming highest and best use similar to the properties from 463 

“across the fence,” is typically employed to measure the value of the underlying land at 464 

refineries.  The value of licenses, permits, and approvals for the refinery activity, which can be 465 

substantial, are generally accounted for in the soft cost of construction.  These land parcels 466 

frequently have intermodal transportation features, which can add value but to a limited market. 467 

 468 

The real property improvements can frequently be classified as industrial with support offices, 469 

and miscellaneous other types of space.  There may be several types of industrial space with each 470 

deserving its own separate cost estimate, especially when some of the industrial space can be 471 

 
10 Across-the-fence method - A land valuation method often used in the appraisal of corridors. The across-the-fence 
method is used to develop a value opinion based on comparison to abutting land.  The Dictionary of Real Estate 
Appraisal, Sixth Ed., Chicago, Appraisal Institute, Page 3. 
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very large and for very heavy-duty industrial activities, while some support buildings at the same 472 

plant can be of fairly low value.   473 

 474 

Sales Comparison Approach 475 

 476 

While the use of the sales comparison approach is common in the appraisal of general 477 

commercial properties, this approach is rarely probative in refinery appraisals.  Research on sales 478 

of comparable fuel refineries rarely yields appropriate and adequate data for a credible sales 479 

approach.  The market for fuel refineries is national and sometimes international.  It is easy to 480 

find evidence of an active sales market; however, relevant critical details about the individual 481 

sales are often unattainable.  An important qualification of each credible comparable sale is the 482 

level of supporting data that is publicly available. Since many details concerning the sales of fuel 483 

refineries are confidential, even though the sellers and buyers are often public companies, the 484 

sales are not adequately verifiable and/or cannot be soundly adjusted.  Since fuel refineries are 485 

typically business combinations, the sales are for combinations of assets; real, personal, and 486 

business assets.  Many sales include corporate (business) and personal property assets.  Further, 487 

these transactions often include assets beyond the tangible refinery, such as investment 488 

participation, corporate financing, partial interests, off-take and supply contracts, and other 489 

valuable closing contingencies.  Buyers and sellers are under no obligation to publicly report the 490 

portion of the price attributable to the parts of the total sales price in a format that is useful to 491 

appraisers.  Information on the refinery or the real property portion of the price may be reported 492 

to state and local taxing authorities, based on an allocation of the refinery purchase price.  In 493 

theory, that can serve as a basis of comparison in an appraisal, although some court cases point 494 
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out limitations11.  Publicly traded companies may report some details on the sale of a refinery.  495 

Again, in theory, that data can serve as a basis of a comparable in an appraisal.  Unfortunately, 496 

this reporting often is still not complete enough.  Therefore, while there is frequently available 497 

data to identify comparable sales, there is not sufficient public data in many cases to fully 498 

complete a credible appraisal adjustment process.   499 

 500 

Lastly, many of the sales of refineries within the last decade are of financially troubled assets.  501 

Such sales were predominant at moments in the market, while other refineries did not sell or 502 

suffered financial collapse.  The troubled sales are not reliable indicators for value under a going 503 

concern premise, but may be indicative of liquidation values.   504 

 505 

Market condition adjustments are important as values for fuel refineries change frequently 506 

market-wide, due to macroeconomic conditions, including the general economy trend, feedstock 507 

and fuel price trends, regulations, and green energy trends.  Since refineries are subject to the 508 

variability of commodities markets, their values are more volatile than general commercial real 509 

estate markets.  Adjustments for physical characteristics are typically made for plant design, 510 

process type, unit size, capacity reliability, plant condition, age, super adequacy, functional 511 

utility, and remaining life; however, required adjustments for these factors often cannot be made 512 

reliably because many physical characteristics of the comparable sales are not released as public 513 

information.  Location-based revenue differences should be analyzed, as feed stock and product 514 

prices are usually dependent on the location of each plant.  Other locational differences may 515 

 
11 Mobile Telecommunications Technologies, LLC V. Sprint Nextel Corporation, Case No. 2:12-
CV-832-RSP 
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include the proximity and availability of pipelines, railroads, natural gas and electricity lines, 516 

water supply, and dockage.  Additionally, adjustments related to income tax differences may be 517 

necessary, as taxes are an important factor in the MVTAB of refineries.   518 

 519 

Income Approach 520 

 521 

Traditionally, income strictly attributable to the real property at general commercial real estate 522 

such as offices and apartments is ubiquitously prescribed by real estate leases or the market 523 

potential to be leased.  Fuel refineries are very rarely rented.  They are mostly owner occupied. 524 

When rented separately, the leases are usually part of structured financing that limits the lease’s 525 

probative utility within appraisal.  Biodiesel plants are smaller and often developed within 526 

conventional industrial buildings.  The real property at biodiesel refineries is regularly rented. 527 

 528 

Nonetheless, fuel refineries are income producing assets where the income is generated by the 529 

operation of the combination of real and personal property and any business intangibles.  At fuel 530 

refineries, there is typically no credible and reliable way to isolate the income solely attributable 531 

to the real property, such as a lease. The income utilized in the fuel refinery income approach is 532 

from operation of the combined assets of the business enterprise.  Such intermingling conditions 533 

also exist at many other types of commercial property, such as hotels, theaters, hospitals, 534 

telephone companies, water companies, landfills, and racetracks.  Given this issue, the appraiser 535 

commonly first concludes an MVTAB based on the income of the plant, and then employs 536 

various appropriate appraisal procedures to separate out the value of the real and/or personal 537 

property, intangibles, or other target interest at the plant.   538 
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 539 

Given the volatility of the commodities that drive the income and expenses at refineries, a 540 

discounted cash flow (“DCF”) analysis is preferred over a direct capitalization technique.  541 

Additionally, since income tax consequences are distinct from time to time and from refinery to 542 

refinery, it essential, in most cases, to conduct after-tax analyses and comparisons.  For example, 543 

the tax incentives play a major role in the feasibility of ethanol and biodiesel refineries.  These 544 

are standard practices in the valuation of fuel refineries. 545 

 546 

The holding period for fuel refineries is driven by physical considerations as well as legal, 547 

regulatory, and contractual conditions, and is often prescribed by common practice among 548 

market participants.  The analyst looks to the finite remaining life of the plant to form the basis 549 

of the holding period.  As such, it is common practice to assume a holding period equal to a 550 

plant’s estimated remaining economic life, with no reversion. Consequently, some discounted 551 

cash flow (“DCF”) analyses are projected as long as 35 years for ethanol refineries.  Since 552 

history shows that petroleum refineries can have lives over 75 years, DCFs of 10 years with a 553 

reversion are most common. 554 

 555 

Reversionary Value 556 

 557 

A reversionary value is assumed in most DCF analyses for commercial real estate.  This value 558 

captures the income generated from the asset after the end of the holding period and is typically 559 

calculated by utilizing a direct capitalization method and then discounting that value to the 560 

valuation date.  This is true of most DCF analysis on petroleum refineries, because at this time 561 
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most remaining petroleum refineries are expected to continue well into the future; however, 562 

unlike general real estate and petroleum refineries, ethanol and biodiesel refineries are expected 563 

to have relatively short, finite lives.  When the holding period for a refinery is assumed to be 564 

equal to its remaining economic life, then there will not be a reversionary value for the plant at 565 

the end of the holding period.  Assumptions made about disposition of the remaining assets (or 566 

liabilities) may be broken down in three categories: decommissioning liability, salvage and scrap 567 

value, and land value.  Often, refinery appraisers conclude that the sum of the three reversionary 568 

considerations net to a zero value.  569 

 570 

When a direct capitalization method is completed, the cap rate must be adjusted upward to reflect 571 

the fact that the income and value may decline to zero over the holding period, since the 572 

reversionary value of a plant with a finite life is zero.  It is common practice in refinery valuation 573 

to avoid this issue in DCF reversionary cap rates by setting the holding period equal to the 574 

plant’s remaining economic life. 575 

 576 

Supply and Offtake Agreements 577 

 578 

Plant owners regularly contract in advance to sell their products via long term offtake 579 

agreements, instead of selling their products in the daily mass markets.  Similarly, plant owners 580 

regularly contract in advance to buy feedstocks, electricity, and natural gas, via long term supply 581 

contracts.  These agreements fall into two broad categories; those that have contract prices for at 582 

or near market prices, and those that have contract prices at substantially above or below market 583 

prices.  The reason that contract prices are substantially above or below market prices may be 584 
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that 1) they are sometimes between related parties, 2) there might be more to the transaction than 585 

just the sale of the commodity, 3) they represent a business mistake, or 4) they are hedging 586 

contracts.  These agreements do not meet the criteria of market-indicative transactions, and 587 

cannot be used to determine market value, but can certainly indicate the value of the going 588 

concern or value-in-use.  This is analogous to appraising an office building which has inter-589 

company leases or sale-leasebacks that were not based on market terms.  If the purpose of the 590 

appraisal is to determine market value assuming fee-simple, value-in-exchange conditions, the 591 

atypical office leases are replaced with normal market-based terms. 592 

 593 

Hedging Contracts 594 

 595 

Judging the significance of contracts that are above or below market is always difficult but even 596 

more so when the contracts represent hedging exercises that may be impacting the risk associated 597 

with the refinery business.  Hedging is contracting over the longer term for steady supplies and 598 

prices at the cost of higher prices for the benefit of avoiding inadequate supplies and potentially 599 

very high spikes in prices.  Hedging lowers risks associated with commodity volatility.  While 600 

hedging may moderately increase prices, it preserves and may enhance value by decreasing risk. 601 

The fuel refining industry regularly hedges crude oil, refined petroleum products, corn, and 602 

natural gas.  603 

 604 

Long and Short Term Trending 605 

 606 
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Unlike DCF forecasts for general real estate, which are commonly for ten years, refinery 607 

forecasts are regularly up to 35 years.  The Consumer Price Indices (CPI) provide an excellent 608 

source for forecasting commodity and fuel prices, and the general expense rate of inflation over 609 

the very long term.  The CPIs are well documented and refinery market participants often rely 610 

upon them.  The data reveals several important trends.  Generally, commodity inflation rates 611 

have not kept pace with general inflation over the decades.  The general CPI is the average of all 612 

products and services, but there are indices specific to fuels and energy.  Commodities, like 613 

crude and corn, trend at rates lower than other products and services in our economy, some of 614 

which (such as health care, college education) suffer more from inflationary forces. 615 

 616 

In the short term, the appraiser ought not to assume current prices for inputs to an income 617 

approach are at long term trend line.  These inputs concern commodities, which are volatile.  618 

Price trends for any given plant will be driven by local market conditions and will likely be off of 619 

long-term trends on a regular basis.  Appraisers must examine local plans for plant retirements 620 

and new additions, as well as market constraints, and commodity supply and demand conditions.  621 

These local trends can cause local prices to trend in a dramatically different fashion than the 622 

long-term CPI trends, until a new market equilibrium is achieved. 623 

 624 

Current prices and short- and long-term trends can be found in various government reports.  625 

Numerous financial data sources exist online.  Also, there are several national forecasting 626 

services, such as Standard and Poors.  Then, there are refining industry trade groups and 627 

consultants that provide information regularly utilized by appraisers. 628 

 629 
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Fixed and Variable Expenses 630 

 631 

Operations and maintenance (O&M) expenses are analyzed as is normally done in the appraisal 632 

of income producing properties, namely based on historical and comparable expenses, with one 633 

exception.  Considerable special efforts are typically made to forecast feedstock and product 634 

commodity expenses, separate and apart from other O&M expenses.  Also, parent company 635 

general and administrative expenses may need to be apportioned down to the subject plant, when 636 

the plant is owned and managed in a portfolio of plants. 637 

 638 

Income Taxes 639 

 640 

Unlike nearly all appraisals of general real estate, refinery income approaches are usually 641 

completed after deducting income taxes.  This is useful and often necessary for several reasons.  642 

A major contributor to the value of many plants is its effective income tax rate.  Fuel refineries 643 

often have tax benefits, including accelerated depreciation, investment tax credits, exemptions, 644 

or others.  Also, while traditional real estate appraisals are completed before income taxes and 645 

most of the theory and data in the real estate appraisal community is arranged for before income 646 

tax analysis, business appraisals are traditionally completed on an after-income tax basis.  Most 647 

of the financial market data available for the appraisal of the fuel refining industry is on an after-648 

income tax basis.  Nearly all market participants appraise on an after-income tax basis.  In 649 

theory, both before and after income tax appraisals should yield the same indication of value, but 650 

only when the tax benefits are fully and properly adjusted for.  Another advantage of the after-651 
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income tax analysis is that the inputs and adjustments are explicit and thus, are available for 652 

easier review. 653 

 654 

Capital expenses, depreciation, and interest expenses must be computed in order to compute the 655 

effective income taxes.  Given the magnitude of capital expenses, prudent management budgets 656 

for them many years out.  The appraiser ought to review cap ex history, as well as budgets.  657 

Depreciation expenses should be calculated utilizing the modified accelerated cost recovery 658 

system (“MACRS”); however, simpler methods may be acceptable in some cases.  The refining 659 

industry relies on debt financing.  If the goal is to estimate market value, appraisers forecast the 660 

interest expense by applying industry/market-specific interest rates as of the valuation date to the 661 

portion of the plant’s value that is estimated to be financed with debt.   662 

 663 

Capitalization and Discount Rates 664 

 665 

Theoretically, there are several possible methods for estimating capitalization and discount rates, 666 

including market surveys, extraction from market sales, and various mathematical financial 667 

formulas.  Extraction from refinery sales very rarely yields sound or adequate data.  Also, there 668 

are no surveys of refinery cap and discount rates.  Therefore, rates are usually determined using 669 

well known financial formulas. 670 

 671 
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Refinery appraisers frequently complete a formula-based analysis of discount rates known as the 672 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital12 (“WACC”) in the business appraisal community.  In the real 673 

estate appraisal community, this formula is recognized as a Band of Investment13 formula.  The 674 

major difference is that the Band of Investment formula is typically utilized to determine cap 675 

rates for real estate before income taxes, while the WACC is typically utilized for discount rates 676 

after income taxes.  The basic elements of yield (or capitalization) rates are debt and equity.  677 

When combined, they indicate the overall investment yield.  This cost of capital analysis is 678 

“weighted” because it incorporates the percentage of the total investment that debt contributes 679 

and the percentage that equity contributes, which is a weighted average concept. 680 

 681 

Algebraically the WACC analysis is expressed in the following figure: 682 

 683 

The Formulaic Derivation of an After Income Tax Discount Rate 684 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) 685 

 686 

Yo = (M x Ym x (1-t)) + ((1-M) x Ye) 687 

 688 

Where, 689 

Yo = Overall Yield Rate 690 

M = Debt to Value Ratio 691 

 
12 Weighted Average Cost of Capital - The cost of capital (discount rate) determined by the weighted average, at 
market values, of the cost of all financing sources in the business enterprise’s capital structure.  The Dictionary of 
Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth Ed., Chicago, Appraisal Institute, Page 248. 
13 Band of Investment - A technique in which the capitalization rates attributable to components of a capital 
investment are weighted and combined to derive a weighted-average rate attributable to the total investment.  The 
Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Sixth ed. Page 19. Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2010. 
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Ym = Debt Yield Rate 692 

Ye = Equity Yield Rate 693 

t = Effective Income Tax Rate 694 

 695 

Equity and Debt Yields 696 

 697 

There are several well-developed theories and widely used effective methods for estimating the 698 

equity cost of capital, including a build-up method and the Capital Asset Pricing Model14 699 

(CAPM).  The build-up method is an additive model in which the equity return on an asset is 700 

estimated as the sum of a risk-free rate and one or more risk premiums.  The risk-free rate is 701 

usually long-term United States government bond yields.  The risk premiums adjust for risks 702 

associated with systematic and unsystematic risks, size and industry risk, illiquidity, managerial 703 

effort, and others.  The CAPM formula considers the sensitivities to non-diversifiable risk (also 704 

known as systematic risk or market risk), often represented as a beta15 coefficient. Like the 705 

build-up method, it begins with the expected return of a risk-free asset and then adjusts for the 706 

market-wide expected return.  There is much literature on both the build-up and CAPM 707 

formulas, and thus, they will not be covered further herein. 708 

 709 

Debt rates are estimated the usual way with one exception: the pre-income tax debt rate is 710 

adjusted for the ability to deduct debt interest expenses from income taxes, by multiplying the 711 

cost of debt by one minus the income tax rate. 712 

 
14 Capital Asset Prices: A Theory of Market Equilibrium under Conditions of Risk, William F. Sharpe, The Journal 
of Finance, Vol. 19, No. 3 (Sep., 1964), pp. 425-442. 
15 Ibid. 
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 713 

Working with Other Professions 714 

 715 

The refinery appraiser will frequently join with professionals from other disciplines in order to 716 

complete a refinery appraisal.  Refinery appraisals often benefit from consultation with 717 

professional engineers.  Further, refinery appraisers regularly use the services of commodity 718 

price forecasters.  Other professionals may include regulatory experts, economists, 719 

mathematicians, attorneys, and accountants who have expertise in some element related to the 720 

appraisal problem at hand. 721 

 722 

Reconciliation of Value 723 

 724 

There are two considerations one must weigh when applying various approaches to value.  First, 725 

appraisers should use those approaches commonly utilized by market participants16.  Second, the 726 

supply of data within a market or within a particular timeframe may preclude the development of 727 

one or more of the approaches to value commonly employed in other appraisal practice areas or 728 

times.  Generally, the sales comparison approach is not employed to determine the value of fuel 729 

refineries due to the lack of reliable public market data.  Generally, the income approach is the 730 

primary method utilized by market participants, and is typically the approach prescribed by 731 

appraisal theory as being the most appropriate.  Generally, the cost approach is of limited probity 732 

when issues of functional or economic obsolescence arise.  If the refinery is in a healthy 733 

 
16 USPAP, 2014, Standards Rule 1-6,  In developing a real property appraisal, an appraiser must: (a)  reconcile the 
quality and quantity of data available and analyzed within the approaches used; and (b) reconcile the applicability or 
suitability of the approaches used to arrive at the value conclusion(s). 
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economic market and time frame and is newer, the cost approach can be as strong an indicator as 734 

the income approach.  Given that fuel refineries may be classified as special purpose properties, 735 

local law may emphasize or mandate one or more approaches to value. 736 

 737 

Conclusion 738 

 739 

Appraising fuel refineries is a specialty practice and will require the utilization of infrequently 740 

employed appraisal theory and techniques, but in the end no new practices will be needed for the 741 

widely read appraiser. 742 


